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Abstract

Studies of afferent lymph veiled cells (ALVC) show that the full biological function of dendritic

cells in peripheral tissue is not explained by a simple model in which immature dendritic cells at the

body surface take up antigen, migrate via the afferent lymph ducts, mature and then effectively

present antigens to T-cells in the draining lymph node. Furthermore, it is evident from various

investigations that the dendritic cells in afferent lymph draining from the body surfaces are not a

homogeneous population of cells. They comprise a mixture of cell phenotypes de®ned by staining

with monoclonal antibodies, and the different sub-populations have distinct biological functions and

roles in vivo. The molecular basis for differences between the function of afferent lymph dendritic

cell subsets is only now being explored and de®ned but some progress has been made in

understanding the role of co-stimulatory molecules. It should be possible to exploit knowledge of

the functions of these cells and aid future vaccination strategies in domesticated animals thereby

improving animal health and reducing economic loss, and, as a consequence, improving human

health. By deliberately targeting functionally distinct subsets of either precursor or mature dendritic

cells in vivo, it should become feasible to achieve an appropriately biased immune response.
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1. The central role of dendritic cells in immune responses

Dendritic cells (DC) may be regarded as a system of cells that are specialized for

the presentation of antigen to T-cells. They are the most potent of the antigen presenting

cells and are essential for the initiation of immune responses in naõÈve animals
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(Steinman, 1991; Banchereau and Steinman, 1998). They originate in the bone

marrow but recent investigations suggest that they may be derived from either myeloid

or lymphoid precursors. DC are a trace population in most tissues but notably

form networks underlying major body surfaces such as skin, trachea and intestine,

where their function is the uptake of antigens and, after migration to the draining

lymph nodes, the presentation of processed antigen. DC were originally identi®ed

by their characteristic morphology and tissue-speci®c locations (Langerhans cells in

the epidermis, dermal dendritic cells in skin, afferent lymph veiled cells (ALVC) in

afferent lymph and interdigitating cells in lymph nodes and other organized lymphoid

tissues). Their isolation from these tissues requires prolonged and tedious puri®cation

procedures, although they can also be produced in cytokine driven culture from

precursors found in the bone marrow or blood (Caux, 1998; Shortman and Caux, 1997)

(Table 1).

A number of properties have been established that are critical to the function of DC as

the ultimate antigen presenting cell (APC). These include the ability to effectively take up

antigen by a number of routes, which may include endocytosis by clathrin-coated pits or

caveolae, macropinocytosis or phagocytosis depending on the maturation stage of the

cell. High levels of expression of MHC class II and the prolonged expression of MHC

class II and peptide on the cell surface, as well as high levels of expression of a number of

co-stimulatory molecules that include CD80, CD86, CD40 and LFA-1, have been

considered to contribute to the ef®ciency of DC as APC (Banchereau and Steinman,

1998). The ability of DC to transfer molecules and antigens derived from apoptotic cells

from exogenous to endogenous pathways has been noted. This has been cited as a

mechanism for cross priming, and for the absence of the necessity for an active infection

of DC by microorganisms for the induction of MHC class I restricted CD8� T-cell

responses (Watts, 1999; Albert et al., 1998; Sauter et al., 2000). Indeed, infection of DC

by viruses may affect their function (Estcourt et al., 1998; Karp, 1999; Williams et al.,

1998).

Apart from effectively stimulating primary immune responses, DC may also in¯uence

the bias of the immune response. Evidence from humans has suggested that monocyte

derived DC (DC1) induced Th1 differentiation while DC derived from plasmacytoid cells

(DC2) induced Th2 differentiation (Bottomly, 1999; Rissoan et al., 1999). In mice,

lymphoid and myeloid DC have been reported to induce Th1 and Th2 responses

respectively in vivo (Maldonado-Lopez et al., 1999). However, it has also been reported

that immature myeloid DC can be pushed to differentiate into APC that induce Th1 or

Th2 types of responses if they are exposed to IFNg or PGE2, respectively (Vieira et al.,

2000). Liu (2000) proposed that immature pre-DC2 could be induced to differentiate into

DC2 or DC producing IFNg by exposing them to different cytokine cocktails. This

indicates a plasticity and ¯exibility in the differentiation pathway of DC that may be

affected by the local environment in which the immature cells ®nd themselves rather than

following a predestined route of differentiation. Nevertheless, this does not invalidate the

observation that DC from different tissues, or within the same tissue, can have distinct

properties that will affect the way in which they handle antigen and promote T-cell

responses.
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2. A model for dendritic cell function

Studies of murine Langerhans cells have provided a model of DC maturation and

differentiation. Precursors of dendritic cells, derived from bone marrow, move through

the circulation and become resident within the epidermis. The homing of these CD34�

progenitors to the skin may be linked to their expression of the cutaneous lymphocyte-

associated antigen (CLA) and CLA� CD34� cells have been shown, in in vitro studies, to

be precommitted to the Langerhans cell lineage (Strunk et al., 1997). Langerhans cells

serve as `sentinels' in the skin monitoring the exposure of the body surface to antigen. At

this site, Langerhans cells represent immature DC with low to moderate levels of MHC

Table 1

Comparison of surface antigen expression by monocyte derived dendritic cells (MoDC) and afferent lymph

veiled cells (ALVC)a

Surface molecule Expression by

ALVC MoDC

CD1W1 � or �� �
CD1b � or �� � or ��
CD1W3 � �
CD2 ÿ ÿ
CD3 ÿ ÿ
CD4 ÿ ÿ
CD5 ÿ or � ÿ
CD8 ÿ ÿ
CD11a ÿ or � �
CD11b ÿ �
CD11c � or � ÿ
CD14 ÿ �
CD21 ÿ or � ÿ
CD25 ÿ or � ÿ
CD45R0B0 ÿ ÿ
CD45RO � �
CD62L ÿ ÿ
WC1 ÿ ÿ
WC6 �� ÿ or �
WC10 ÿ or � ÿ
CD32 ÿ or � �
Fcg2R ÿ ÿ
MyD-1 ÿ or � ��
Mannose receptor ÿ or � �
CC81ag ÿ or � ÿ
CD80 �� ��
CD86 �� �
CD40 �� � or ��
MHC II �� � or ��

a Data taken from Howard et al. (1997), Werling et al. (1999) and Hope et al. (unpublished). Intensity of

staining with mAb indicated as no staining (ÿ), weak staining (�), staining clear (�) and strong staining (��).

Variable staining of cells within the two populations is also indicated.
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class II and co-stimulatory molecules, and high capacity to phagocytose micro-organisms

and other particulate antigens (Reis e Sousa et al., 1993; Pure et al., 1990). As such,

Langerhans cells are ef®cient in antigen uptake, but are poor stimulators of T-lymphocyte

responses. Langerhans cells are stimulated to migrate from the body surface by tissue

injury, in¯ammation or infection (Steinman, 1991; Ibrahim et al., 1995). This process of

migration, via the afferent lymphatic vessels, to the draining lymph node is associated

with functional and phenotypic changes such that, upon arrival in the lymph node the DC

have acquired the capacity to effectively stimulate T-cell proliferation. The migration and

maturation of Langerhans cells is known to be controlled by cytokines, including IL-1,

TNF-a and GMCSF (Heu¯er et al., 1988; Cumberbatch and Kimber, 1992). Culture of

Langerhans cells in vitro with these cytokines mimics the functional and phenotypic

maturation of Langerhans cells observed following in vivo stimulation (Heu¯er et al.,

1988; Schuler and Steinman, 1985; Witmer-Pack et al., 1987). The enhanced T-cell

stimulatory capacity of cultured Langerhans cells and DC from lymph nodes, compared

to freshly isolated Langerhans cells, is related to the up-regulation of MHC II, CD80,

CD86, CD40, ICAM-1 and other surface molecules that are involved in the interaction

with, and stimulation of, T-lymphocytes by DC (Steinman, 1991; Larsen et al., 1992;

Witmer-Pack et al., 1988; Dai et al., 1993). Secretion of co-stimulatory cytokines, such as

IL-6, is also increased in lymph node DC, compared to Langerhans cells (Cumberbatch

et al., 1996). In parallel with the enhancement of T-cell stimulatory capacity observed

upon Langerhans cell migration and maturation, there is a reduction in the capacity for

antigen uptake by mature DC (Steinman, 1991). These in vitro data suggest that the

processes of antigen uptake and presentation are separate events mediated by cells with

distinct functional and phenotypic characteristics. However, other studies have indicated

that DC directly isolated ex vivo from afferent lymph draining the skin or intestine are

able both to take up antigen and to effectively stimulate proliferation of naõÈve and

memory T-lymphocytes (Howard et al., 1997; Liu et al., 1998). Thus, antigen uptake and

presentation are both properties of the one population of DC in vivo, as discussed below.

3. Implications from in vivo studies

The model in which afferent lymph draining the skin is collected by cannulation after

removal of the prescapular lymph node (Emery et al., 1987) allows the isolation of large

numbers of ALVC from afferent lymph. An advantage of investigating the function of

these cells is that they have not been subjected to long periods of culture in vitro and have

not been subjected to enzymatic treatment or other separation techniques necessary in

other models. The absence of DC in efferent lymph is explained by the proposal that in

the absence of stimulation by an interaction with T-cells in the lymph node the

interdigitating cells die as a result of apoptosis (Koppi et al., 1997; Haig et al., 1999).

McKeever et al. (1992) presented direct functional evidence, from the bovine model, that

ALVC could initiate primary T-cell responses in vivo. In this study 500 mg of soluble

protein antigen was inoculated intradermally into the area being drained by the afferent

lymphatics and pseudoafferent lymph draining the area collected. As early as 30 min after

inoculation the isolated ALVC induced maximal proliferative responses in vitro with
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immune T-cells from a monozygotic twin calf. When 107 ALVC were incubated in vitro

with OVA, washed and inoculated back into the calf a proliferative response was detected

within 1 week that was maximal 3 weeks later.

These ®ndings gave further support to the view that the interdigitating cells in the

lymph node which present antigen to naõÈve T-cells are derived from ALVC and that the

ALVC are physiologically involved in the transport of antigen to lymph nodes. In vitro

studies with ALVC from rabbits lent support to this concept (Knight et al., 1982). It was

further supported by the observation that surgical ablation of the afferent lymphatics

draining into the popliteal lymph node of rats resulted in the loss of dendritic cells from

the lymph node within 1 week (Hendriks et al., 1980).

However, as has been pointed out, the simple model based on studies of Langerhans

cells does not take into account and does not explain all of the observations that have

been made from in vivo or ex vivo studies (Liu and MacPherson, 1995). This model

proposes that immature DC at the body surface, that are poor at stimulating T-cells,

actively take up antigen and transport it to the draining lymph node, and become highly

active stimulatory cells in the process that are poor at antigen uptake. Although

Langerhans cells cultured for 1±3 days loose their ability to process native protein antigen

and acquire the ability to stimulate resting T-cells, this is not so for ALVC. DC in lymph

draining the intestine of rats that had undergone mesenteric lymphadenectomy were

obtained by cannulation of the thoracic duct. It was shown that lymph-borne DC that had

been cultured for 20±72 h were able to take up and present antigen to immune T-cells in

vitro as effectively as fresh DC. The OVA pulsed rat ALVC were also able to present to

naõÈve T-cells in vivo (Liu and MacPherson, 1995), as was the case with bovine ALVC

noted above (McKeever et al., 1992). Previous studies reported that ALVC draining the

intestine could present antigen that had been inoculated orally to naõÈve T-cells in vivo

(Liu and MacPherson, 1993). Thus, DC in afferent lymph, that have taken up antigen and

would arrive in the draining lymph node within a matter of seconds, are able to both take

up native protein and present processed antigen to T-cells in vivo and in vitro.

Furthermore, they retain the ability to take up and present antigen for 72 h in culture.

Taken together, these observations suggest that the model proposed to account for the

development of Langerhans cells does not represent the full range of DC behavior

observed in vivo and ex vivo. Rapid down-regulation of antigen uptake and processing is

not necessarily a property that is common to all peripheral DC. In addition, McFarlin and

Balfour (1973) while investigating the afferent lymphatic drainage in pigs, and Hall and

Smith (1971) in their studies of afferent and efferent lymph from sheep, reported that

after painting skin with a sensitizing dose of dinitro¯uorobenzene almost all (>90%) of

the chemical was found in the afferent lymph bound to protein rather than to cells. Some

was evident as early as 15 min post-exposure. Thus, although DC in the periphery take up

antigen when soluble antigen is inoculated into or onto the skin, most of the antigen is

found free in the lymph. Furthermore, bacteria or particulate antigens may reach the

lymph node without necessarily having been taken up by dendritic cells. Retention of the

ability to take up antigen and stimulate T-cells is clearly advantageous to the host. Thus,

there appear to be several mechanisms whereby antigens either enter or attach to DC in

the appropriate location in lymph nodes, and are then presented to naõÈve lymphocytes that

enter from the blood via the high endothelial venules.
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4. Phenotypic and functional diversity within ALVC

DC in afferent lymph draining from the skin or intestine are not a homogeneous

population of cells, neither can they be regarded as a single cell population that is simply

maturing as they migrate. The ALVC appear to comprise a population that is

phenotypically diverse, and which is also functionally diverse.

Studies on ALVC of cattle have de®ned two major sub-populations (McKeever et al.,

1991; Howard et al., 1997). The majority, probably all, of the ALVC within afferent

lymph can be identi®ed and distinguished from monocytes and macrophages or B-cells

using ¯ow cytometry by their high level of expression of the 210 kDa antigen currently

known as WC6 (Howard et al., 1996; Howard and Naessens, 1993). Within this WC6�

ALVC population, two major sub-populations are evident. The larger, comprising about

80% of the ALVC, can be identi®ed by expression of the bovine MyD1 antigen and lack

of expression of CD5 as well as the WC10 antigen and the antigen recognized by mAb

CC81. The MyD1ÿ ALVC express CD11a at a high level while the MyD1� ALVC either

do not express CD11a or express it at a low level (Fig. 1). Expression appears to change

with culture or in¯ammation (Stephens et al., unpublished). The MyD1�/CC81ÿ ALVC

sub-population is heterogeneous and contains a mixture of cells. Some are derived from

Fig. 1. Subsets of dendritic cells in afferent lymph (ALVC). Our current proposal for the three major subsets of

ALVC and some of the discriminating antigens that are expressed are shown. The MyD1�/CC81ÿ and

acetylcholine esterase negative (Achÿ) ALVC are depicted suggesting different maturational stages of the same

population. The MyD1 antigen, mannose receptor (MR), workshop cluster 10 (WC10) antigen, and the antigen

recognized by mAb CC81 are as described (Howard et al., 1997; Brooke et al., 1998). Staining with mAb to

caveolin-1 (Werling et al., 1999; Howard et al., 1999) indicated the presence of caveolae. High levels of

expression (��), low levels of expression (�) and the presence of expressing and non-expressing cells (�/ÿ)

are indicated for some antigens.
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Langerhans cells (as de®ned by the presence of acetylcholine esterase) but most come

from the dermal dendritic cells, the latter appearing to exhibit varying degrees of

maturation (Stephens et al., unpublished). The MyD1ÿ/CC81� ALVC appear to be

homogeneous (see Fig. 1).

The importance of these phenotypic differences is that the sub-populations of ALVC

that they delineate have been shown to interact with and stimulate T-cells differently.

Both MyD1�/CC81ÿ and MyD1ÿ/CC81� ALVC can take up native protein (OVA) and

present processed antigen effectively to resting memory CD4� T-cells. However, the

MyD1� population was found to be much more effective than the MyD1ÿ population at

presenting respiratory syncytial virus antigen or variable surface glycoprotein (VSG)

from Trypanosoma brucei to memory CD4� T-cells (McKeever et al., 1991; Howard

et al., 1997). Ef®cient presentation of the respiratory syncytial virus antigen has been

related to uptake via caveolae rather than clathrin coated pits or macropinocytosis

(Werling et al., 1999). The VSG may enter largely by the same route as it is a GPI linked

molecule and molecules with this structure have been reported to be selectively

concentrated in caveolae (Anderson, 1998). The MyD1� and MyD1ÿ ALVC also differ in

ability to stimulate proliferative responses in allogeneic CD8� T-cells. This difference

has been related to synthesis of IL-1a by the more effective MyD1� population, and lack

of IL-1a synthesis by the ineffective MyD1ÿ ALVC (Hope et al., 2000). Thus,

presentation of antigens predominantly by one population or the other in vivo may

markedly affect the type of response induced.

Apart from the likely importance of IL-1a in the stimulation of CD8� T-cells, the

molecular basis for these differences in ALVC sub-population function is not clear. Both

MyD1� and MyD1ÿ ALVC express similar high levels of MHC class II and of CD80 and

CD86, originally shown by staining with a CTLA4 fusion protein and recently con®rmed

with anti-CD80 and CD86 mAb (Howard et al., 1997; Stephens et al., unpublished).

Differences in MyD1 expression may be important. This molecule is a member of the

recently described family of signal regulatory proteins (SIRP) and the presence of an

immunotyrosine inhibitory motif (ITIM) in the long cytoplasmic tail implies an important

role for the molecule in the modulation of activation signals (Brooke et al., 1998). Of

further signi®cance is the observation that the MyD1 molecule mediates the binding of

CD4� and CD8� T-cells to the APC and this property is likely to affect the function of the

APC. A ligand for the homologue of the bovine MyD1 antigen on human myeloid cells is

the broadly expressed CD47 antigen (Seiffert et al., 1999) as has been recently shown in

cattle (Brooke and Howard, unpublished). CD47 is known to have a variety of roles in

signaling and activation of cells.

Studies of ALVC draining the intestine of rats have shown that the DC from this source

are also phenotypically heterogeneous. Rat ALVC were shown to fall into two major sub-

populations. One was stained with mAb to CD4 and with a mAb OX41, the other sub-

population was not (Liu et al., 1998). Of some signi®cance was the ®nding that the OX41

antigen was also a member of the SIRP family of ITIM containing molecules and is the

homologue of the bovine MyD1 antigen (Adams et al., 1998). Thus, there is a molecular

basis for believing that at least some of the DC within the cattle and rat ALVC may be

equivalent populations. Of potentially great signi®cance for understanding the biology of

DC is the report that the CD4�/OX41� ALVC are strong antigen presenting cells while
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the CD4ÿ/OX41ÿ ALVC are weak and contain cytoplasmic apoptotic DNA, epithelial

cell-restricted cytokeratins and non-speci®c esterase inclusions. Similar DC were evident

in the intestinal lamina propria, Peyer's patches and mesenteric (but not other peripheral)

lymph nodes. It has been suggested that a distinct DC subset (CD4ÿ/OX41ÿ cells)

constitutively endocytoses and transports apoptotic cells to T-cell areas and that they have

a role in the maintenance of peripheral tolerance (Huang et al., 2000). There is no

evidence at present that the OX41ÿ/CD4ÿ ALVC derived from the rat intestine are

equivalent to the MyD1ÿ/CC81� cells present in bovine afferent lymph and they may

well represent a different subset altogether. However, the observation emphasizes the

differences in properties of ALVC subsets and how the differing DC sub-populations are

involved in the control of the immune response.

It might be expected that studies of sheep DC would give identical ®ndings to those in

cattle. This appears not be the case. Thus, Walsh et al. (unpublished) have found that

sheep ALVC draining the skin are WC6�, as is the case with cattle. The sheep ALVC are

MyD1�/CC81ÿ or MyD1ÿ/CC81�. However, some of the MyD1�/CC81ÿ ALVC express

the CD4 antigen and some the CD8 antigen. The important question is do the CD8�

ALVC relate to the lymphoid DC of mice, discussed below, and do the CD4� DC equate

to the major population of DC in rat lymph. Clearly, it will be necessary to investigate

functional properties of the subsets before a clear picture emerges.

5. Subsets of DC with different functional roles

Heterogeneity of DC biology has been a feature reported in many studies. Differences

in tissue location (Nestle et al., 1993; Egner and Hart, 1995; Agger et al., 1992; Kelsall

and Strober, 1996; Hart, 1997), or maturation induced differences in DC phenotype and

function may account, in part, for this. Although, it is clear that DC progenitors may

directly differentiate into cells with distinct characteristics typical of speci®c types of

dendritic cells such as Langerhans cells or dermal DC (Caux et al., 1996). Culture of

CD34� haematopoietic progenitor cells with GMCSF and TNF-a results in the generation

of two distinct dendritic cell populations: epidermal Langerhans cells, and another that

closely resembles both dermal and monocyte-derived dendritic cells (Caux et al., 1996,

1997; Sallusto and Lanzavecchia, 1994). The dermal DC progenitors express the myeloid

antigen CD14 and can differentiate to either macrophages or DC depending upon culture

conditions (Caux et al., 1996, 1997). The majority of DC in the periphery are of myeloid

origin.

Evidence from humans and mice indicates that precursor cells of the lymphoid lineage,

which are present in both bone marrow and thymus, can also differentiate into DC (Res

et al., 1996; Galy et al., 1995). These DC express lymphoid markers including CD8a in

mice (Vremec and Shortman, 1997), are situated in anatomical compartments distinct

from myeloid DC, and display different functional activities when compared to myeloid

derived DC. For example, mouse lymphoid DC (CD8a�) were reported to display

suppressive, rather than stimulatory, effects on both CD4� and CD8� T-lymphocytes

(Suss and Shortman, 1996; Kronin et al., 1996). Recent evidence suggested that myeloid

and lymphoid DC are able to prime T-cells with equal ef®ciency, but that they differed in
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the induction of distinct cytokine pro®les in T-lymphocytes. Thus, murine lymphoid DC

preferentially stimulated Th1 responses (Maldonado-Lopez et al., 1999; Pulendran et al.,

1999), and secreted both IFN-g (Ohteki et al., 1999) and IL-12 (Reis e Sousa et al., 1999).

In contrast, murine myeloid derived DC preferentially induced Th2 biased responses

characterized by the secretion of IL-4 and IL-10 by T-lymphocytes (Pulendran et al.,

1999). In humans, a putative lymphoid DC derived from the CD4� CD11cÿ CD3ÿ

plasmacytoid T-cell, has recently been isolated from lymphoid tissue and blood (Grouard

et al., 1997). These cells, like the mouse lymphoid DC, depend on IL-3, rather than

GMCSF, for their survival and maturation (Grouard et al., 1997; Saunders et al., 1996).

Rissoan et al. (1999) reported in studies of human DC that monocyte derived DC, termed

DC1, induced Th1 type responses and DC2, derived from plasmacytoid cells, stimulated

Th2 biased lymphocyte responses. Thus, human myeloid and lymphoid DC appeared to

induce Th1 and Th2 cells, respectively, in contrast to the mouse where myeloid DC

induced Th2 and lymphoid DC, Th1 responses. DC1, synthesized IL-1a but DC2, derived

from plasmacytoid cells, did not (Rissoan et al., 1999). A similar disparity in IL-1a
secretion has been demonstrated for subsets of cattle ALVC (Hope et al., 2000). A

relationship of the cattle ALVC subsets to the DC1 or DC2 of Rissoan et al. (1999) would

therefore have important consequences for T-cell stimulation and differentiation.

However, the MyD-1ÿ/CC81� ALVC express CD45RO (Howard et al., 1997) and not

the high MW CD45R isoform, which is expressed by plasmacytoid DC in humans, and

this is consistent with a myeloid rather than lymphoid origin. The MyD-1ÿ/CC81� ALVC

also express CD5, which has been reported on human myeloid DC (Howard et al., 1997;

Reid et al., 2000). Thus, we cannot conclude that the MyD-1ÿ/CC81�/CD11a� bovine

ALVC are the plasmacytoid equivalent although it remains possible. However, our current

hypothesis is that both bovine ALVC populations are of myeloid origin and neither is the

equivalent of the plasmacytoid DC that migrate from blood into in¯amed lymph nodes

(Cella et al., 1999) or the lymphoid DC of mice (Shortman and Caux, 1997; Caux, 1998).

6. Questions to be addressed

A number of important questions remain to be addressed, including the in vivo function

of DC and the precise role of DC subsets, and future studies in ruminant models will

continue to provide valuable insights. Comparative studies of sheep and cattle are likely

to reveal that, even between closely related species, signi®cant differences exist in DC

phenotype and function. Also, in order to establish common functions and generic models

of DC biology, it will be important to establish how ruminant DC subsets relate to the

subsets identi®ed in humans and mice.

We should also ask how can information about DC be exploited to improve animal

health, reduce economic loss and bene®t humans in terms of improving world wide food

production. The ability to use DC as vehicles to deliver antigens, stimulate immune

responses and protect from disease is being considered and used in treatment of humans it

seems unlikely that this would be economic for domesticated animals. However, there is

clear potential to improve the ef®cacy of antigen delivery to DC in vivo, perhaps by

targeting DC speci®c uptake mechanisms. A possible modi®cation of this type of
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approach would be to target particular DC subsets, which would bias responses towards a

type 1 or 2 response or a CD4� or CD8� T-cell response. Another way in which the

adjuvant effect of DC could be exploited would be to include a signal with the antigen so

that DC1 or DC2 are recruited into the microenvironment in which the DC was

functioning. Alternatively cytokines that provide signals to stimulate non-committed DC

to mature into either DC1 or DC2 could be included with antigens (Vieira et al., 2000).

With so many potential avenues for immune intervention opening up, it is certain that

studies of DC biology will continue to be the subject of intensive investigation over the

next decade.
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